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Miss Margaret Haley has arrived
home for the summer.
Donald French Smith son of J;
Coleman Smith, Publisher of the
FISHING VILLAGE STUDIO’
York County Pioneers was among
¡¡¡s
Mrs. Martha Sawyer of Portland the graduates of the 5 Eliot High
Up at Ogunquit, right oh the border of the sounding
spent Friday with her sister, Mrs. School. The class prophecy given ■ In every individual’s experience
sea, we found a little house with the above-quoted sign
Etta
Howe.
by this young man wa£ of unusual there comes a time when a word of
1
printed on it; and we went in—a small stamp on the door
' Mr. and Mrs. E. L Littlefield have merit. - Mr. Smith was.Secretary of truth would light the heart weigh
$ returned from their wedding trip the class and Harris Leavitt, Presi ed down by human perplexities.
of the house said “Walk in.”
dent. There were eight graduates. . Democracy shows the way to lift
|| through the Birkshires.
Once inside, looking about us, we were sure that this
j?
Mrs.
James
Eaten
of
Conway,
N.
Registered at the McLellan—Mr. the burdens off humanity, straigh
little place should have been called “The Land of Promise
¡¡¡jj U., is the guest of her son P. J. F. W. Mitzky, Boston; Mr. George. ten the paths of crookedness, and
Studio.” For every sketched, worked-out and finished
|| Eaton, at West Kennebunk.
Bausback, Newark, N. J.; Mrs. El throw light on every obstinate so
cial problem. That frankness is
painting falls under the dominion of the “Land of Promise.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Greene sie Mustin, Mr. Elsie Mustin, and essential in the ranks of Democra
Here is the land of dreams in the making; and on every
Miss
Louise
Mustin,
Augusta,
G.
;
spent the week end with Mr.
side the four queens of it smiles out at us—Youth, Longing,
and Mrs. Effie Hall, Portland, Or. cy goes without saying. Mischiev
Green’s parents at. Great Hill.
ous citizens, foolish, presumpteous,
Love, Hope. Fascinating and mysterious region.
Mr. and Mrs. Mustin are making glib and shallow politics, have no
Mrs. Norman Worthly and daugh
Flowery meadows, gloomy seas, studies of still and
ter Barbara of Strong, Maine are their first summer visit to Maine, place in Democracy—cannot be
¿s
the guests of Mrs. Eli Waterhouse. and <ye accompanied by. their placeman in it. Democracy must
gay life, quaint characters of the country-side—all with
&
the beaming light of promise; and in the midst of them sits
||
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Littlefield daughter, a student o| art at the take away the cold,- cheerless sel
of Boston spent the week end with Columbia U., New Yorl^City. The fishness from its votaries—supply
enthroned winged youth—the presiding genius of the place
in Mrs. Etta Howe and at The Dipsy. Mustins autoed from Augusta to ing them with “the fuel of right
—Miss Barbara Armstrong, the artist. She says she is
New York, and from there came on thinking and warming up the atmos
Rev. W. T. Carter of South Mid- by trajfi. Will stay iif Maine the phere with the sunshine of human
twenty-two—she looks any age under that—the very
§ dleboro, Mass., has been in town, whole season.
W ..
• brotherhood.”
figure of youth and the joy of artistry. Hair as red as
this week, calling on his many
Titian ever dreamed—eyes lighted with the soul of a poet.
Save
money,
buy
Palmolive
soap
Therefore, no man or set of men
$ friends.
w
My reader, it is worth your while to go and visit the
at Fiskes, three cakes for 25c for are fitted to serve men, in the low
The Little family of Washington, 10 days only. Fiske the druggist, er or higher offices of Democracy,
“Lapd of Promise” otherwise the “Fishing Village Studio.”
H D. C., who are known locally have on the corner.
Adv. who are not citizens of the first
you will find much inspiration, eager questionings, broken
arrived at Kennebunk Beach for
We have been obliged to cut out a quality. Preeminent among their
off poems of Hope not yet realized, suggestions for the
the summer.
large amount of good reading mat i neighbors, the virtually stand at
framework of life, kinship with the present living of it, the
Miss Ione Lackee, who for a year ter this week owing to ar unusual the head of all sanitary, moral, re
future, realization of it. Miss Barbara Armstrong is the
£ was pianist at the Acme is praying ^amount of work in our job depart- ligious, and civil reforms, in their
town or state.
incarnate spirit of PROMISE.
H at the Casco and Empire theatres mnet.
Portlard.
Therefore, there should be no
•For ten days only we offer 3 question as to .their attitude; and,
m
Wild
strawberries
were
never
ROCKWELL’S STUDIO
cakes of Palmolive Soap for 25
§ more plentiful and the thrifty cents, Fiske the druggist on the when one of these lay down the
duties of public office—for reasons
|| housewives are laying in a supply corner.
Adv. —not personal—he owes it to his
for winter use.
On the way—the near shore way, to York Beach, but
fellow citizens to come out with a
still in Ogunquit, we found Miss Evelyn Enole Rockwell;
§
Mrs. C. F. Liscount, Miss Dorofair statemertt of the circumstan
and we never had met up with that “Enole” again since our
thy and Master Russell of Winces.
§ Chester, Mass, are guests at Elmboyhood delving into the legends of Hellas. We were thus
The writer of these lines knows
croft Farm, West Kenebunk.
delighted in two ways—on the way toward York Beach.
the reasons given for the resigna
§
j
I
Miss
M.
L.
Lester
of
Oak
Bluffs,
tion of Mr. Jones and Mr. Norton—
“0 art,” cries Dante, “which at times dost so abstract
Mass., is registered at the McLelthey are honest, public reasons.
us from the outer world that man heeds not tho a thousand
g lan House; and is calling on many
We were informed of the reasons—
trumpets blare about him, who kindles thee, when the sense
§ old friends in town and the Port.
so far, against our best judgment,
offers thee naught? Is it a chance ray from the stars, this
we have respected the request of
The only beings on Summer St.,
art, or the mysterious purpose of the Lord, operating thru
our informant not to publish them.
rot interested in the sun-dial and
their beams, that suddenly flashes a picture before the
Don’t think you cannot worship • But isn’t it now time to give the
1
the dinner-horn, are the squirrels
mind’s-eye?”
|| —they work from “sun to sun” al- because you are not a professional. public the facts as to the condition
If you will look, you may find some of its own business? Is the time
$ I ways.
We are reminded of these words of Dante, after a care
“practical” plan; take a few mo not ripe for a public statement,
ful scrutiny of Miss Rockwell’s pastel-crayprj productions
||
It is said that the U. S. will have ments Sunday morning—for sever over the signatures of Messrs.
I the dryest season ever known; and al Sundays, you may ffnd some Jones-and Norton.
from actual sittings. Miss Rockwell not only Sees the soul
I that this dry moon—and many a place where your thoughts will be
of her subject, but seems to have the power of clothing it
Therefore, this is notice that, un
* I following one, will not be relieved undisturbed.
less statement is not so openly
in colors and thus communicating it to others—her pic
by “moonshine.”
Every one of Us take up so little made, we will let loose on the peck
g
tures are clear and beautiful; but that momentary glimpse
of the way, once we are alone with of beans. If these gentlemen are
0
We
have
seer
8
bushels
of
peas
of a soul is a wonderful bit of magic. This gift Miss Rock
The church—God’s house, trying to perpetuate in their re
pointed toward Kennebunk mar- God.
well possesses in a wonderful degree.
|| kets. This is a sort of poetic ap- seems to be the only place for real lations with the “gang” the cus
Miss Rockwell has the eye of a Japanese artist—catch
peal to the spring lamb to get into contemplation, among the works of toms of before-the-war politics,
& I the game—Lamb and Green Peas. men. There we may here scattered they are reckoning without their
ing the salient features of her subject and storing them
|| i WANTED:—Middle aged woman passages of pregnant thoughts that fellow Poles.
away in a memory from which nothing seems to fade; and
It is an open secret anyway.
§ br girl to take care of child two cheer, entertain and fashion them
so her faces—many of the finished ones are hanging on
selves into some food for the tired Then why dwell upon a condition
Vears
old
ard
assist
in
house
work.
the walls of the studio, are clear in construction, precise
of things that has no place in open
¡Apply to Mrs. Perley Marshall, 1 brain of all of us.
in outline, vivid.in color, quick in meaning. Then there
We are sure, most of us are Democracy. It is here no question
Grove Street.
Adv. lt-pd
is that added mental touch—a visual, image of the soul of
We of Kennebunk, Maine, can .asleep; for where but in the depths of tribal loyalty—it is the Ameri
the sitter.
now blow the foam off our charlotte of sleeping minds could we have canizing of the native American.
spun this vision of a divided wor
Is it any wonder that Miss Rockwell can make you not
russe quite as openly as they do in, ship of the Father? The heart of One who submits to reptilian at
tacks cannot live honored and does
say,
Vienra.
The
rest
of
the
Union
only a likeness of yourself in one sitting lasting but one
today is more than ever open not deserve to live free.
isk doing it—why not Kennebunk? mar'
and one-half hours, but that this likeness will satisfy even
to the sweetness of things divine;
Miss Arlene Perkins of Ogunquit yet here we are trying to reach God
you. The artist often feels like not letting them get away
formerly pianist at the Acme thea thru wisdom writ on fluttering KINGS CORNER TEAM DEFEAT
from her for the agreed priced—$100.00.
ED AT KENNEBUNK
tre this village is now playing at leaves that have been wafted to us
Is Miss Rockwell a dreamer? Yes, to be sure; but a
the Holland theatre, York Beach.
by the breeze of centuries that are
dreamer like Dante was—a dreamer for whom the outer
The Biddeford Journal says:—
Mrs. David Fernaid of Eliot was dead,—empty as the birds’ nests of
“The Kennebunk A. C. defeated
world exists. And it exists for Miss Rockwell in no vague,
the week-end guest of her mother, yesteryear.
The sermon preached by Rev. Mr. the Kings Corner A. C. of Biddeford
indeterminate way. It is a world of men and women—and
Mrs. Elias Cousens. Mrs. Cousens
returned to Eliot with her daughter Tilton on this Sunday morning was in the hardest fought battle of the
this artist will picture them as they are.
where she will enjoy a short visit. addressed to the younger mind—- season, 2 to 0, at Kennebunk Sat
A visit to this studio is like hearing a voice from an
and that is always a good sermon urday afternoon. Not until the
Miss Florence Hughes of Mel for the older mind;—this was to be fifth was Kennebunk able to score.
other world—as you look into the eyes of the pastels God
rose, Mass., will spend her two Children’s Day, and those were to Coombs a young brother of Jack
comes nearer and nearer—you see in the face of the pic
weeks’ vacation in this village with be attracted and held. The address Coombs, manager of the Philadel
ture what is meant by “His likeness.” *
her sister, Mrs. Ernest Greene. She was a strange, baffling combination phia National team, caught a fine
has a most lucrative position with of self-revelation and reticence—I game for Kennebunk. He bids fair
Chase & Sanborn, Boston.
and our thoughts, in the form of a to equal brother Jack as a ball
sassose
Our stores say that the days are sigh, soared thru all the revolving player, the fans who saw him in
beginning to show many new faces skies, trving to vision the real action Saturday said. The score
in the shops. That means that the house of God. For the sermon was by innings:
influx of summer tourists is flowing about that very subject, “Building KENNEBUNK
A GYPSIE INVASION
down irto Maine. And that means God’s House.” That we found
AB R BH TB PO A E
here in Kennebunk as well as Port nothing in our wanderings thru the
On .last evening there was an land, more local trade?
Young,
2b 4 0 0 0 1 2 1
high
heavens
is
not
gtrange
—
we
__________
'overflow of Egyptians into TarBarker,
3b 4 0 •1 1 2 0 1
Mr. Elliot Rogers attended the did not know where to look.
j-box’s market that put to shame the
Lunge,
lb 4 1. 1 2 11 2 0
And we came back to earth again,
Etta Mary, wife of Benjamin F. plague of the locusts that “did eat production of Daddy Long Legs at
Coombs,
c 3 1 1 2 11. 0 0
with
a
jar
—
God
’
s
house
is.
right
Lunt of Portland, Maine, died sud- every herb of the lard and all the the Majestic Theatre, Boston, re
Tomlinson, S3 4 0 2 2 0 1 2
here
on
earth
—no
man
has
to
build
denly Jure 26th at the Maine Eye fruit of the trees,” and left Pha- cently where the seats were selling
W. Nadeau, cf 4 0 1 1 0 0 0
and Ear Infirmary. She wasop-roah stripped. So into the mar for $2.00 each. Later the same it—the Creator has builded it in Goodnow, If 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
erated upon June 18th but failed to ket came, this time, a horde of production will be given at the Ac the heart of man. There is no Silver,
rf 4- 0 0 0 0 0 0
doubt that we need faith, mcral in
rally.__________________________ I Egyptians—and they
swarmed me and the usual prices charged.
Annis,
P 3 0 0 0 2 4 0
sight,
character,
acouaintance
with
.She was born in’Pownal, Maine,¡over the oranges, spoiled the cuThe Woman’s Christian Temper the world, much imagination, to
Totals,
32 2 6 8 27 9 4
March 9 1859, the daughter of John j cumbers, turned and went into the ance Union will hold an afternoon
this house—but it is there, for BIDDEFORD
and Mary Ann (Nason) Gooding j pockets of Tarbox, the whiles they ’tea on Friday, July eleven, at 3 p. find
AB R BH TB PO A E
She was married to Mr. Lunt about | jabbered, “A gooda man; a fina a m., at the home of Mrs. William E. ever and ever.
And it seems, to us. while we are J. Darcy, lb 4 0 0 0 9 2 0
-forty years ago and made her home ¡man.” And brother Tarbox called Barry, Summer Street, Kennebunk. looking
for it. it is mighty noor di
3b 4 0 0 0 1 2 3
in Kennebunk, For the past seven ¡for his cleaver, his long knife, and Mrs. Gertrude Leavitt of Portland rection to noint one to a divided Kelley,
If 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
years she has been a resident of' ’his skiver; and he went for the will speak. Admission of thirty- house. , “Mv Father’s house has Driscoll,
F. Darcy, cf 4 0 2 2 2 0 0
Egyptians there and then; and five cents will be charged which
Portland.
manv mansions.” Yes, but they
ss 4 0 1 1 0 4 0
Besides her husband she leaves neither the Egyptians nor their will inlude entertainment and light are all under onp roof: and His Crowley,
Ryan,
|2b 4 0 0 0 5 1 0
to mourn her loss three daughters, fathers have seen, since the day refreshments.
stamn of authenticitv. hevond any Hazeltine, c 3 0 1 1
2 1 0
Mrs. John W. Harmon of Hunts they were upon the earth unto this
A large number of local people mistake, is pressed upon the whole Sullivan,
day,
suc.h
a
hasty
exodus
of
Pha

ville, Alabama; Mrs. John W.
P 3 0 0 0 1 2 0
—
“
T.ove
one
another.
”
went
to
Old
Orchard
Saturday
to
Carol,
re 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Smith, of Riverton, Maine; Marion raoh’s servants. And so the Egyp witness the big fire which broke
Leas than a hundred worshippersE., and one son Ralph B. who live tians were again destroyed. But out in the rear of White’s Cafe in the Banti st Church on Sunday
Totals,
33 0 4 4 24 12 3
at home, also one sister, Mrs. they djd lap up the market while burning it flat and threatening mornino'. declares that men do not Kennebunk 00002000 0—2-7-0
Melissa Brewer of Falmouth Fore their visit lasted. •
other property. Fortunately the unmistakably read the sign on Biddeord 00000000 0—0-5-0
side and two brothers, Howard
wind was strong from the North Foci’s House.
Batteries, Annis and Coombs;
Goodings of South Portland, andi. A real opportunity to save money i otherwise the Old Orchard pier
„Hil be a confirmation bv Sullivan and Hazelton.
John Gooding of Portland.
| three cakes of Palmolive Soap for and -the Forest Pier hotel would Catholic Bishop Walsh at St. Moni
Funeral services were held Sat
price of two, Fiske the druggist have been destroyed. The loss was ca’s Church, Sunday, July 6th. at 2
»-1----------------- 1
urday at her late residence, 21 Pine the
on
the
comer.
Adv. estimated at $85,000 partly covered n. m. The public are cordially in
St., being conducted by Rev. Wm.
by insurance.
vited to be nresent at the services.
H. Mousley of High Street, Congre
Don 9t Overlook
Mr. and Mrs. John Cooner have
MODERN HOUSE, located on
Marion Elizabeth Hanson and
gational Church. Interment was
returned
from
their
wedding
trip
that subscription. If you
in Hope Cemetery at Kennebunk. car line in Kennebunkport, near Charles Maybury Soule-were quiet and will occupy their home on Stor
are in arrears remember
Town House. A real bargain. ly married Saturday morning at the
that we can always find
iSeven rooms, joath and pantry, all bride’s home, 14 West Myrtle street er Street.
good use for
Miss Ruth Littlefield who has a
Confectionery of the better kind in fine condition, hardwood floors by Rev. C. J. Cowing, pastor of the
position,
in
Montreal
Canada
is
at
'flown
stairs,
cement
cellar,
shade
Universalist
church.
The
happy
the MONEY
including Page & Shaws, Fish’s
Green Seal and Apollo Chocolates, trees, also, about an acre of land. couple left at noon for a short trip the home of her parents, Mr., ard
Apply to, F. 0. Wells,
and on returning will reside in Mrs. Albra Littlefield enjoying a
Fiske the druggist on the corner.
■
two week’s vacation.
Kennebunkport. Woodfords.
Adv. Box 155

Mr. Jones and THE
Mr. Norton

LOCAL NOILS

SUNDAY WITH .
THE BAPTISTS

I

«
i
i

I

OBITUARY

I

E

TIDAL DRIVE FOR MEMORIAL
SCHOOL BUILDING

INDIVIDUALS
Just a mite over One Thousand
Dollars yet to come—and the fund
$3.000.00
3 at $1000.00
to secure the out-of-town gift will
$1,500.00
500.00
3 at
be complete. Jt not that a frank
250.00
250.00
1 at
recognition of the need of the splen
300.00
10Ó.00
3 at
did effort to grasp with firmer cer
350.00
50.00
7 at
tainty our school problems ?
400.00
25.00
16 at
140.00
20.00
7 at
Now one may have a literal con
15.00
15.00
ception of the Memorial Building . 1 at
440.00
10.00
.complete. Here we have not only 44 at
5.50
1 at
5.50
the evidence but the substance of
640.00
• 5.00
Kennebunk’s faith in the signifi 128 at
4.00
1 at
4.00
cant need of a better home fo’r the
60.00
3.00
20 at
diffusion of knowledge.
.2.50
22.50
9 at
The Memorial School Building
. 138.00
2.00
will be a message from every mem 69 at
6.00
4 at
1.50
ber of this community to the ordi
1.00
188.00
nary and the extraordinary scholar 188 at
.75
1 at
.75
that Kennebunk appreciates his
6.00
.50
efforts, will support him with un 12 at
6 at
.25
1.50
wavering courage, keep a splendid
home in which his most profound
$7467.25
hope may be built.
CLUBS
How much the leaders in this
$1000.00
movement for a Memorial Building Webhannet
400.00
appreciate the good will and bounty Priscilla
50.00
of the Webhannet Club and all the Good Cheer
25.0
other clubs named below, it is Camp Fire
10.00
hoped that ladies of the societies J H. S. Orchestra
will understand—there are some
$1485.00
things the heart says which the
lips cannot voice quite. And then
7467.25
for all pledges, in all sincerity, the
same appreciation is here said.
$8952.25
Here follows a list of pledges; to
The pen that signed the treaty of
the end that those who are contem Deace, Watermans Ideal Fountain
plating a gift to the fund may know Pen, we have them in many styles.
just what others have done on the Fiske the druggist on the corner.
same good way.
Adv.

OUR NEW SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
Mr. Merton T. Goodrich, Super
intendent, was present at a meeting
of the Kennebunkport School Com
mittee, at the home of Mr. J. H.
Benson, Friday evening, June 27th.
There were several applications
for the principalship of the Kenne
bunkport High School. And Gran
ville A. Prock, for the past two
years Principal of the Hallowell
High School, was elected Principal
of the Kennebunkport High School
| at a salary of $1,500.00.
Principal Prock is a graduate
both of Farmington Normal School
and Bates College; and has done
post-graduate work at Bates. Mr.
Prock comes to Kennebunkport
High with fifteen years experience
as a teacher—having been at Islesbor three years, Lubec two, West
brook six years and at other High
Schools of like standing. He has
a fine record as a successful teacher
and comes to the Port very highly
recommended.
At the above meeting of the
School Committee, the following
teachers were elected:
Town House Grammar,
Cora Littlefield
Town House Primary
Mary McCartney

Village Grammar
Marguerite Benson
Village Intermediate,
Mary Twambly
Village Primary,
Gladys Hill.
Interviewed as to the possible
departure of Mr. Burnham from
Kennebunk, the Superintendent
could only say, “I have heard such
a rumor; but I have no information
as to the truth of it.”
The Superintendent will make
his home in Kennebunk, occupying
the Hartley Lord Lodge which will
be refitted for Mr. and Mrs. Good
rich and their child so that posses
sion may be taken near the end of
July.
While in town, Mr. Goodrich was
a guest at the McLellan, visited and
discussed school interests with our
local workers, and expressed him
self as satisfied with the general
trend of the school work in Kenne
bunk.
The Superintendent departed for
his home in Jay, on last Saturday
morning; and will take over the
actual duties of his charge on the
first day of July. The impression
made by Mr. Goodrich, during his
short visit to this village, was very
good indeed. He is on the job.

SECOND SURPRISE

POPULAR GROCER TO WED

A second surprise for a bride to
be was given Miss Marion Stevens
by the Liberty Club at the home of
Mrs. Harriet Knight where they
met last Monday evening to enjoy
their regular business anfl social
meeting. It surely was some sur
prise to Miss Stevens when pre
sented with a handsome perculator
by members of the Club Miss
Stevens is a most popluar young
lady and her friends are certainly
emembering her generously at this
happy time.

Kennebunk’s most popular gro
cer will very soon change his state
—the state of'Maine he likes; but
he wants to try the state of matri
mony. It is all fixed but naming
the day, so says Dame Rumor. •/
We save you money on Palmolive
soap, three cakes for the price of
two, Fiske the druggist on the cor
ner.
Adv.

OPENING
New Salesroom
Showing Chevrolet Cars Exclusively
“Baby Grand” (Model FB) Touring, $1135
1110
“Baby Grand” Roadster,
“Baby Grand” Sedan,
1685
. “Four-Ninety” Touring,
735
“Four-Ninety” Roadster,
715
1185
“Four-Ninety” Sedan,
1110
“Four-Ninety” Coupe,
F. O. B. Flint, Michigan.
Valve in Head Motor
Immediate Delivery |
Day and Night Service.

FALMOUTH

Washing at all times.

GARAGE

&

Storage by Day or Week.

TIRE

1

COMPANY I

R. W. LAIRD, Manager
Middle and Market Streets,
Portland, Maine |

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

ing the impenitent heretic who penned the “Decalogue of the Maine!
‘Booster’’—he would pot be attracted even by the Te lucis ante terminum. But we do want to reveal the true ugliness of the ‘Decalogue’
to the “conscience clean and pure of good intent.”
Published at the Office of thè
Democracy today is the materialization, the externalization, so
Enterprise Press
to speak, of the social thought which has existed from all eternity.
Kennebunk, Me.
The conception has always been there. Then, these United States—
we are trying with the League of Nations to make the world the same,—
Subscriptions
these United States is ant entity so one and yet so manifold that it
$1.00 admits of construction with are or is. And, to us, it is as clear as any
Yearly in.advance
.25 axiom, as the simplest geometrical proposition, as the plainest object
Three Months
Single Copies 3 Cents.
our eyes behold, that no state of this Union can or ought to be pros
perous, advantaged, at the expense of California, Arizona, Florida or
Oregon. And that the teaching that “thou shalt have no other States
Advertising Rates
before Maine,” and “the Union, one and inseverable” are downright
Card of Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
contradictions. The Union knows no distinction of States, all states
Resolutions, 5c the line, minimum charge $1.00.
being equally precious to it.
Classified Ads Editorial page, 5c the line.
In the trial of Democracy; the greater part of the states have
Display Ads rated on Application.
met their responsibility with success; Maine, according to the Booster
^propaganda the fairest of them all, has failed—only 2)000,000 inhabit
Enterprise Phone 19
ants when she might comfortably house and feed and supply with
happiness one hnudred times as many. And the only way the Booster
Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown; can see for tracking this failure to its liar, to expose it in all its folly
and greed, is to forbid, by “these my commandments,” calling atten
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
tion to Maine’s past and present wrong doing.
E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport.
Surely to escape from evil, one must know what evil really is, by
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
contemplating it in its true light—one must know the true nature of
W. F. Cousens, Ogunquit,
evil, and how to cure its effects. Frank recognition of evil is the only
Also, at all York County Summer Hotels during the season.
course, not cowardly hiding or prevarication—not directing the gaze
to the disadvantages of neighboring states;” but resolute self-disip*
line, not shifting of responsibility or reliance on camouflaged publicity.
Let us harmonize.
We know our own failings, let us thank the ‘knock’ or the shock
which informs of our neighbors’ knowledge; then choose the path
The League of Nations—a mighty nation.
of reformation, and make no delay in following it.
So much for the stat which, instead of confronting evil manfully,
This world, with alJ that in it is, belongs to the people.
tries to avoid it Maine, no one may>gainsay it, is a beautiful, pentetially a wonderful state, but some of the evils found therein appear not
Let us not be frightened from the right - by menaces of . false only hateful, but absurd, grotesque in their perversity, Are these
all to be cpvered with a ‘Thou Shalt Not?” Are our roads to be neg
prophets.
lected, our buildings allowed to decay^our enforcement of our bonedry
Ineffable is the union of the whole world in every act and deed laws become a farce, the morals of our schools a thing to laugh at,
the whiles the Booster sings his siren’s song—“Boost her all the time?”
that tends to make peace secure.
Not without protest from the ENTERPRISE. Contained with
Maine, bound by love into a single volume, is all that is scattered thru
If a man claiiris to know and speak of .Democracy, and then, to* the pages of the universe, for us, so fused together, as it were, with
prove his wisdom, points you backward to Jefferson’s mouldering the other states of the Union, that all make one simple light—Democphraseology, smile. An airplane, a voice traveling thru the sky from' racy. And we believe that we do understand the universal principle
Paris, the Vibartions of the heart of the world today, these would of this Union, because, as we write these words, we feel an ampler
scare Jefferson out of his wits, if he was suddenly merged into the! sense of satisfaction,
x
midst of the present civilization. For another country, another world,
If that is knocking Maine, why, Mr. Booster, make the most of it.
Jefferson spoke—not for ours. *

IRennebunk Enterprise

—JULY FOURTH—

—THE CHURCH AND THE SCHOOL—

“It is for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining be
There may have been no very great change in the older people of
fore us—that we here highly resolve that the dead shall not have died the world, but the change in the young maid and man has been radical
in vain.”
in the last two years. We see it plainest in New York where the
One Hundred and Forty-Three eYars ago today our “Government Officers’ Dances are quite the rage.
of the People, by the People, for the People” was founded in America;
Very smart members of the younger set have assumed a dancing
fifty-four years ago “This Nation under God had a New Birth of Free position which has brot censure on fair young heads—for that the
dom;” and today we are the commanding influence of a world-civili- maiden’s cheek lightly but quite really touches the cheek of her escort
zatiorfcwhich, “under God,” is to be “dedicated to the great task re —partner. .
maining before us”—achievement of a “just and lasting peace among
But what has this all to do with Schoo Island Churches? Muph.
ouiselves and with all nations”—the accomplishment of a federation O very Much! As you are going to see. For dancing, since the days
of all the tribes of men.
fo David, has been the normal recreation of man—that means, of
And today is the day we celebrate the intelligent fruition of the course» woman.
,
great task to which Abraham Lincoln dedicated, the thought of Ameri
And, as we all know, Churches and Schools are the most sacred
ca. Our future progress is no easy task. We are today the moral, and most natural rights of all. Now, the church is, or ought to be,
intellectual, financial hope of the world. Are we equipped for the the unique and wonderful thing of every community, it should be
work? Shall we be able to continue the building whose foundations able to tell “me what to do.” Therefore, the messages of the Church
are contrived to sustain such a prodigious superstructure—World should be predominately Social, and its work should be of the same
Democracy? Again, then, let us today newly “resolve that the dead piece. It should lead the community, work for the community, be the
shall not have died in vain.” That on this day we will again renew sanctuary of the community.
the Declaration! of Independence which, emerging from the temples
For example. In Kennebunk, where we have many churches, the
of liberty, shall, “constantly spreading its influence and augmenting one great social problem of the hour is a new Memorial School Building.,
the happiness of all people everywhere,” be the only Government To secure this building should become not only the business of the
of the World.
town, but of every church in the town. Does anyone suppose that
the people woujd not get their Memorial School Builing if the churches
acted as the medium for getting it?
THE DECALOGUE OF THE MAINE “BOOSTER.’
Curious activity for a church? You think so? But what work is
more religious than that of providing the right kind of education
Thou Shalt have no other States before Maine, for thy State is for our boys and girls ? It is the community functioning intellectually
a Zealous State and will visit the Iniquity of the Fathers upon the as well as spiritually. Isn’t that what we want.
Sons of those who Knock Maine.
And so we come back to dancing. Every social hall of every
Thou Shalt Not take the Name of the State of Maine in Vain, but school-building —and we assume that every such building of the future
Boost for her all the Time.
will have its social hall—«very social hall should be planned for danc
Remember the Sabbath Day to keep it Holy. Six Days Shalt Thou ing and the drama.
Labor .to Develop Maine and Rest on the Seventh.
“What has come over you?” My readers will be asking. So we
Hopor thy Fatherland Maine, and thy Motherland Maine, that will answer. Just the haloed glory of the day where we are at. I,t’s
thy Days may be long in this Blest State the Lord thy God Giveth thee. wicked to do plays and dance! Not one little bit of it; Some man, one
Thou Shalt not Knock.
of those gloomy souls of which the world used to be filled, said,
Thou Shalt Not Slander or Abuse Maine.
once upon a long time ago, “Dancing is the crimson pathway to hell.”
Thou Shalt Not bear false*Witness against her Climate, Resources That old chap has our sympathy today—that is all. He, like the apenand Attractions.
dix, has outlived his usefulness to man.
Thou Shalt Not covet the Disadvantages of thy neighboring
A church, like a hotel, is a building for housing temporarily a large
States, nor the Cyclones of the Great West, nor the Earthquakes of
California, nor the Heat and Malaria of the South, nor the Misery and number of persons. If the guests do not coine, there is either some
Hardship in the Big Cities, nor what belongs to other States or the thing wrong with the house, or no need of it in that particular locality.
All the large business of life has devoted a great deal of time to the
Summer Visitors within thy Gate^.
study of production and the elimination of lost motion, with the end
Remember and Keep These my Commandments.
Booster.
in
view of cheaper, better products, In all cases this has lead to
The foregoing, from head-piece to signature, is copied from the
first page—the spread-page, of the DAILY EASTERN ARGUS, Port radical changes not only in methods of admistration, but in the abandoland, Maine,—of course. One wonders why the Booster did net con ment of present plants and the building of new ones, becauce the physi
cal arrangements of the old were beyond remodling, and hopeless.
clude his sacrilege with Te deum laudimus.
Has the church been watching this evolution? If it has it should
Before we enter upon the subject of “The Decalogue of the Maine
‘Booster’, which is to be our text, we must quote one preliminary have been able to gain many hints, and should apply them to the opera
remark. It so fairly stigmatizes the pre-eminent superficiality of the tion of the old church buildings. In any event, with this thought in
Argus-thought,—these impudently impudent assertions of the local mind, could not some plan be evolved which will provide a congrega
ized virus of place-prejudice, it cannot be improved. We are quoting tion for at least one church in every community the size of Kennebunk?
from C. H., Grandgent, L. H. D., Corresponding member of the AccaThere is money enough tied up in the various church buildings in
demia Della Crucia, Professor of Romance Languages in Harvard this little village to build one community church that would accomo
University.
r
date the large class of people who now attend no church; and build a
“The chief blame,” says Professor Grandgent, “for our mental great school building that would be the pride and honor of the town
degradation falls on the daily paper,—I say nothing of the Sunday• as well as a blessed memory to every pupil passing thru it. And there
paper, which contains no news and need corrupt only those willing,•. would be cash enough left to equip the school with libraries and laborato be corrupted,—but the daily paper, which we have to examine, to> tories, tableaux-Vivants and tool rooms, pictures and professors, sufficlearn what is going on in the World,—the daily paper withits chaotic:• ient to largely widen the field of intellectual endeavor; and to provide
arrangement, its preposterous ideals, its interminable contradictions,, the onejnonumental church with such aids to the preaching of intellbctforces us to practice every day for an hour or so. a system of violent; ual virtues as would be the salvation of the whole Christian cult.
intellectual gymnastice adopted by us. for the purpose of winnowing
Thus, the church and the school should be in name just what they
the few grains of corn which we assume to be there from the enormous1 are in fact, but two sides of the same shield. They would then work
mates of chaff which we know is there. That is, we engage every day in harmony with one another, according to. the demands of the day.
in a struggle to extricate from a formless and mostly void heap of Mournful appears the church ih her distress, her loneliness; forsaken
print the few things we want while reading just as little as possible by the world. And, if she does not awaken to the needs of men, the
of the things that are of no interest.”
time is not distant hence when she will receive nothing but hate and
Now, to say nothing at all of the supreme perversion of the source cold indifference.
from which the ‘Decalogue of the Maine ‘Booster,” is rawn,—in itself
a stench of hideous, misshapen and squint-eyed ugliness, it is self
condemning in its irreconciliable contradiction and distinct misunder
standing of the,spirit of our Union, and unflinching unbelief in the
brotherhood of man.
We are not presenting an argument with the intention of convert-
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Daily trips between Kennebunk
port and Portland, via Kennebunk
Beach, Kdnnebunk, Biddeford and
Saco. Also jobbing of all kinds to
and from any point.
Tel. Portland 4325.
Tel. Kennebunkport, 72-3.
Ask'for our rates.

Motor Tracking
From 1 to 100 tons. No com
pany can quote lower prices on any
kind of cargo from Furniture to
Sand.
Call me up, it will save you
money.
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Summer Rugs

R<G. SEAVEY
Tel. 31-2 , Kennebunkport, Main^

DR. W. T. COX
OSTEOPATH
113 Main St.,
Biddeford, Me.
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con.
Graduate under the
founder of the Science
Dr. A. T. Still,

4t Moderate Prices in all Grades
Crex, Crex De Luxe, Grass Fibre, Rush and
Japanese Rugs.

All Sizes. Just Received

W. T. Kilborn Co. ^p^^uos

A fresh stock and ail the new
shades of

COLORITE
for straw hats and many other
purposes

PORTLAND

PRYOR-DAVIS CO

We would like to send

For YOUR Apprbval
One of our smart-style, high grade

House Dresess at $3.98
Of gingham and percales, light, medium and dark
color effects. State size arid color preferred.

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
PORTLAND

VERY DESIRABLE

“The Old Hardware Shop”
36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
Tel. 509

î. L. EVANS & CO
Milk Bottle Cups
a thousand
30c

Butter paper a lb 25c
Refrigerator Pans
made of Galvanized
Iron
60 and 75c

Waste Paper Baskets

\X/E have an exceptiohally fine lot of young'

™ men’s waist-line seam suits, all of fine
fabrics and the very latest models, splendidly
tailored and perfect fitting. We can please the
most fastidious as to fit, quality and design.
They come in Blues, Browns, Greens and Ox
fords; both double and single-breasted and the
prices have a broad range from $27.50 to $38.50
We have a lot of Palm Beach Cloth Suits, ip
conservative cuts that are bound tojolease par
ticular buyers.
We also wish to call attention to our Straw
Hats, Panamas, Sailors, Sennets, etc. Prices
that will please you.

A. A. Bienvenue
140 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

Buy Your Baked’Beans and
Brown Bread
For Saturday Night and Sunday
And Bread and Pastry Every Day at

Joy’s Bakery
“Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”

Extension Sash Cur
tain Rods
Extension Lace Curtain Rods

Sale Of
Rogers Silver Plated
Table Ware, Knives,
Forks, Spoons, Coffee
Spoons, Oyster Forks,
Butter Spreaders, Salad
Meat
Forks, Cold
Forks, Berry Spoons
etc.

Sale Of Dinner Sets
$9.48 to $50.00
19.00
25.00 set at
32.30
50.00 set at
4Ô.65
60.00 set at
Couch Hammocks
12.50

T. LEVANS & CO
BIDDEFORD, ME.

FOR SALE, 60 acre farm on the
Whitten road Kennebunk. Smooth
field, good orchard. Wood for
home use, good water, good build
ings. Price and terms reasonable.
Would consider any good auto as
part payment.
i
Ira B. C. Hall,
. 43 Cash St., So. Portland.
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Above the Clouds with A
Boy from Kennebunk
It was now the ending of August, <old U. S. A. 'Couldn’t whip us—
1918, and. each minute was a burial we had to win out.
inexorable. The world-war was Therefore, when word came that
getting to be a sort qf quick-sand ithe Allied.line waii bending and
sepulcre of men aqd material. The (cracking back toward the channel
whole earth seemed to be condem- :ports—and we did get this news
ned to a frightful, infalible inter- (ever hour, there was still no feeling
inent—implacable, impossible to iof alarm. We had . learned that
retard or to hasten, which lasted Foch knew what he was doing--had
for years and never seemed to fin the final move all planned—no one
ish, which caught men standing, told, us this, yet everyone' knew it ;
free and filled with strength, which and we were willing to leave the
at each effort made to end it, at thing to our Pershing and Sims.
each protest against it, but the <Our arm was ready when and where
more heaped up the mountains of they wanted it.
the dead, which appeared to punish Then, when the yaiikee troops
men for eyen resisting by a redoub did get in—on the rush ; and the
ling of horrors, which strewed the Hun stopped in his tracks, we cheer
ground with the wounded-to-death ed and said, every man Jack of us,
and left them lying to see the-hori “I told you so.” Now ,we’ll never
zon, the trees, the green- fields, the see the face of a German again.
smoke from the villages, the birds They are whiped. And. we flew
that fly and sing, the sun, the sky, higher,and further, trying tb get
slowly fade out and intb. darkness a last glimpse of the vanquished
and nothing.
hordes of the “beast of Berlin.” . Here .at Killingholme, we' knew But, above the North Sea, àt thé
oUr own boys were in the midst of furthermost distance, There was
all this ocean- of frightfulness neither whirr nor wing of Boche
where'men could no more walk in plane ; and we spright the Naval
safety on-the sod than a fish could nest on the Humber each night
swim above the clouds? And then, more and more certain that we’d
.all at once, by that occult fifth soon see Kennebunk, White Plains,
sense, wfiibh ho one has ever locat Seattle, or Phoenix—for we had
ed and all men have, the whole boys from all over the Union in our
sinistre atmosphere of the strug service.
gle changed. • We could see the However, the hordes of the
hands of the Boche in the air, we modern Attila had a frightfulness
could hear his furioqs cries, feel or two left; and they scattered
his last support giving away\ sense them bver suffering France as they
his last frantic- sob of defeat; and grimly gave way before the now
we all began to plan the general united forces of civilization. The
forward movement of men, ships end was slower in coming than we
and planes—the overwhelming of anticipated, yet we saw it there all
the Hur- and the end of the war. the time—and there was no ques
This, you will remember, was tion of it’. Every stronghold of the
.months before that November 11th hard-pressed foe was slowly crumb
when our prevision became a reali ling, every contest with equal num
ty; but from that time on, every bers the Allies won. Subs werel
conversation began with the ex thing of yesterday, and devastated
pression of an opinion that we homesteads no longer served the
would soon be '¡crossing thezRhinq purpose of the barbarian.
br* the tail of the fleeing Boche;
arid that this was going to be our There was no longer any secrecy
1 first as well as oqi? last real fight. about what the Allies'were to do—
It was about this time that thk„ officers-and ipen discussed the as
Frenchmen attached to our service suring situation iri groups all day
long; and bets were freely made as
began to sing—
/to the exact day the Hun would
“Partir, e’est mouiriun peu,
surrender. Everyone felt certain
C’est mourir a ce qu’on aime:
On laisse un peu de soi-mem.” v that the finish would come like the
- En toute heure et dans tout lieu.” “crash” of a plane. And that is
Which the boys in camp used to the way it came.
sing in French and translate into Our radio service was picking up
English thus—
all 'sorts of rumors—the flight of
“Depart, that is to die a mite,
the Kaiser—the'Suicide of Hinden
A mite to die from each loved burg—Allied troops across the
| face :
Rhine; and, at last, like a flash
We leave a mite of us in flight from the blue—which it literally
In ev’ry hour and every place.” was, the Germans’ cry of -peace at
So we sang, but we did not “de any price—the real price being, of
part,” either for Germany or for■ course, that German towns were
home. We knew that the enemy not to be used as targets for Allied
was ^hipped qut of the^sea and guns.
scared off the sea; blit his annies And then came the radio message
were still advancing—all this was to our central station—“Armistice
tb be changed when our fellows got\ signed.” We knew then—how? T
there. Of;that we were all sure. don’t know—the world war was
Waiting for what we knew was; ended ; and, as you did at home, we
to^come, we bombed the fish as wei went mad over it. ' No ope was
rode above the North Sea, just to¡'.quite satisfied—they' wanted to
keep our eye on the gun; and,, asb nunish the Hun just a bit—hear his
the schools of herring floated to (“Ach, Gott!”.as the bayonet pinked
the surface of the water, we rubbed. him- I think, now, we were quite
our hands with glee’at the effective- on the way of those who have seen
ness of our exploding “cans?’ AL vice too often—we were too familways the high morale of our ser- iar with its face—and it was high
vice grew—we were sp sure of the time to end the war and go home.

The Scope of Evidence

L. A. HURD
Funeral Director
v Every requisite for the occasion. Lady assistant
when desired.
Motor Hearse, Ambulance, and
closed Automobiles for the modem funeral.
We also maintain a complete horse drawn equip
ment for our conservative patrons, Hearses, Hacks,
etc.
'
Whether we have the funeral in charge or not,
you may feel free to order your complete funeral
cortege direct from this office.
Winter Street, Sanford, Maine
RHONE OFFICE 117-11
PHONE RES. 117-3
Branch Offices at Alfred and Lebanon, Maine.
Address all correspondence to Sanford Office.
Day or night calls at a distance of 15 miles or less will re
ceive prompt attention without extra charge. ,
Should circumstances require the services of a funeral di
rector while in a distant city, a telephone to this office would
put us in immediate charge.
We conduct a funeral service where courtesy makes every
consideration to griei.
Our experience, Equipment and System are at your service
at any time of the day or night. We are never' closed,

By J. D. Hallen
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Send for free «ample.
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct front
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THE ENTERPRISE

It sometimes happens, in a crim to^.pas^. on it, of the mostHntimate
Advertisements will be printed
inal case, that, as counsel for the evidence, with intimation of the
under this heading the first
prisoner,. a lawyer, finds himself source of it, by the very lawyer
week for 25 cents, three
rushed into a trial without possible who, afterwards, Wondered who
weeks for 50 cents.
time for preparation. A notable had given him away. ; Do, then,
instance of this kind was the casé work like a beaver in your own prep
eration—but don’t discuss your
of the Commonwealth vs. Brown.
Arrested, indicted, put on trial plans hot even with your wife..
FOR SALE
within twenty-four hours—the Here is another kind of case
state’s attorney seeing nothing in which, if you are quite honest, Medium weight express ..wagon
more important than a speedy conr your labors will end in throwing Up
wings, fpre wheels turn un
j viçtion of John Brown, there was your brief. This kind of a case is with
very little worn, will sell at
literally no time to prepare the illuminated by the attempted Im der,
peachment of Andrew Johnson. half price ? Also about 1000 ft.
¡case.
in. iron pipe, overhauled and
This case is ¡worth careful reach This is the case of the “put up job.” ,%
painted with asphalt, revolving
ing now-—it illustrâtes most ean- And, in the Andrew Johnson lawn sprinkler heads, connections,
¡didlÿ whât wé have heretofore siaid case, if they did rot kriow it before, shut-offs etc. Will exchange for
about the real source of the law— every/lawyer for the prosecution live poultry or chicks.
¡the people. And probably no ad knew from the time Senator Ben P. O. Address, R. F. D. Kennebunk,
vocate of thé bar irr’this country jamin F. Wade, Vice-President,
Benj. Watson, •
,coûld. have risen to the emergency. took his seat as onè of Johnson’s
Kennebunk Beach
judges,
the
case
against
the'Presi

In any event, in such circumstances
dent
had
no
integrity
p
and
every
¡there were onlÿ two courses to purWANTED
’sue—make an earnest plea for a one of the most learned counsel in,
our
country
should
have
withdrawn
¡postponement of thé trial—which
the defendant’s<coun-sel did ; and, in from thé case. Looking at it < dis Anyone having for sale Antique
Lease of refusal by "the court, with passionately, the flimsiness of thé Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
charge, the trickery of the Wording Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
draw from the case.
t Therefore—for the montion- of the statute involved in the ac Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
tplea for delay was not granted, cusation, should have forbadean Candle Sticks, Old Prints; in fact
| counsel should then have with honest’ man’s continuance therein ; anything in the Antique line. Anydrawn. from the case. This was but Wade sitting in a case where he orie having articles to offer, call
to be the larger beneficiary or write.
,not done ; and so the prelude to the was
from the defeat of the President ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE
civil war was played on to the end. was
the last straw.
BUNK, MAINE
There might have been no other # When
find yourself in such a
ending, even tho the lawyers had case—asyou
lawyer may, hasten
risen to the emergency unafraid. to return every
retainer. You canBut the honor of the lawyer would notrstay inyour
Unless you are ready to
have -been maintained;
with the leading attorney
, We have reviewed the case of believe
the prosecution in the Johnson
John Brown for the purpose of for
Ben Butler, that the law is
pointing out the proper proceedure case,
Kennebunk
“Anything plausibly presented and Mason Block*
in ary, every case where, for any persistently
maintained.
”
But,
for
Evenings by appointment.
reason, the lawyer has not had you my friend, the better plan- is,
Telephone 49-3
time to plan his case.
Get out ,of any case destitute of all
At other times it happens, as in legal proof.
Office Hours 9-4
the noted Dred Scott case that the The courts are not to be misused
lawyers were not broad enough— for any purpose—much dess to ad
tho the ablest in the land, to realize vance the large schemes of any par
the importance of their case and sp ty,.. politçal, or moneyed corpora
djd not prepare ; and orly awoke to
fit when it was too late to do any tion
We ask', you. to now read one
thing but waylay and adroitly im- other case—People vs. Spies .et at.,
iportune/the judges who already where there was a proper one
GEO. H. PIPER, Prop.
had the.case for their decision.
properly prepared and handled by
The Dréd Scott case illustrates State’s Attorney Julius S. Grinnell.
istil another of the .evils of non-pre- Grinnell had not only carefully pre “QUALITY” Our Motto
paredness. And it is an evil over- pared hjs case, but he did not talk
239 Main Street
[ grown ii?t thé smaller towns, like about it ; and, when he rose in court
I Portland. Here it is. A lawyer to make his,opening address, what BIDDEFORD,
MAINE
I often wonders, during the course he said was a revelation to the de
[ bf a trial, how. the other side came fendants’ counsel, who then, for
I to be so intimately acquainted with the first time, fully realized the des
| the points of his case as he develop perate fight that lay before them”
ed them. The. information is ac And. because the opening was ac
curate in every particular, and cording to the facts that Grinnell
bears evidence of having been ob- alone knew.' his cause was won
I tained first hand. How does this from the statement of the case in
I happen?
court.
| It never could happen if the law- We have tried in. this ortior ot
| ¡yer did' not discuss his case with those lectures to give hint and dL
| ¡his friends—with the'judge before • recti on for-the preparation of the
I whom it may be tried. The Author Jnon-teehriical case; next week we
I has aiways made it a rule of his will give our experience in the
WJO
r life not to discuss his case with. breparation^ of the case where
anyone., We have heard discus-[special-questions seem to be invôlvsions with the lawyer in opposition, ed and call for the opinion of the
with the court who was expected • expert witïiëss.
KENNEBUNK

Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Osteopath
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Enough Said—Come and Sec Them

The Bungalow Shop
A. O. BESSE
Kennebunkport, Maine
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Now is the Time to Eat

Acme
Theatre

—THE AERIAL MAIL—

BUNK FROM KENNEBUNK

By H. A. G.

By E. and B.

Special

Diana with flying draperies, 356
! Readers of the Enterprise, if you feet above the sidewalk, is lovely;
Monday/ July 7th
¡ever have an opportunityto fly over but if one should meet her on Sum
¡New York City jump at it. Won- mer Street—“Good night, Press!”
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
jderful as the high buildings appear One of the bést ways to see Fifth
Ito us towering in the air, they are Avenue/is to go to New York. The
|still more wonderful as they seem best way to see Portland is from an
- IN ¡sticking in the earth. The Singer airplane.
The central panel in/the^ Court
-Building looks like a,single dice,
and the East River River bridges Room of the Appellate Court House
areTike Whip' cords, strung ricross a in the City of New York, represents
¡finger bowl—and the vzhole city Learning, Experience, Humility
finally,, if one goes.high enough, is and Lovp—that is why they call the
blotted off the map as utterly as tho painting a frieze—pronounced—
freeze—“ee” like the same letters
nothing were there below you.
Near Chatham Bars Inn—at in gi’eed.
WEDNESDAY
Chatham Bay, to be exact, the NC-4 Mr. Edward Morris, President of
was forced to land on her way to the Morris & Company, packers, is
THURSDAY
Trepassy and Lisbon. A whole in fear that the public will think
Kennebunk, Maine week of precious time was used the “packers” are attempting to
. here, then there was another delay gouge the people.” Not “attempt
HAROARET CLARK
at Ponta Delgada, one more at Lis ing”—process has long past such
bon, a short one at Mondego River,, buck.
- IN and one at Ferrol. And on© could Intelligence is now looking for
have reached Plymouth about sixe freedom of life. The bblcheviki
times while the airplane was gett are looking for a life of freedom-—
ing there-^-but, you must know, What’s yours is minq, and what’a
dtiring the twenty-three days, mine is my own.
the airplane was up in the air but ' Moràltor intellectual virtue can
fifty-two hours and thirty-one min- not be acquired suddenly—that is
the reason- most orus have so little
I utes; that is a different story.
Monday—Charlie Chaplin in
The greatest length of time the of either—we have no time to spare
“Shoulder Arms” 3 reels
NC-4 was in the, air was fifteen acquiring things so slowt One
Ethel Clayton iii
hours and eighteen minutes—flight may “get rich quick.”
i Collier’s—Mythology is always from Trepassey to Porta Delgada, Literature is for choice spirits
“VICKY VAN” 5 reels
¡with us; the best of Our daily pa Azores, 1,200 miles; the next long alone—so is science, morals govern
pers show this growth of legend. est flight for her was 800 miles ment ; only thè enlightened, the com
Tuesday—Dorothy Dalton in
ALVIN YORK, a I blue-eyed red from Panta Delgada to Lisbon- petent should presume to guide—
-head from Tennessee, got the'Con nine hours and forty-three minutes. that is the reason so many are
“THE HOMEBREAKER”
gressional Medal and set our town Pretty good work for a “hoodoo” estray in- the senate of the U. S. A. Burton Holmes
Pictograph
Into a fury of excited welcoming plane.
Guides are scarce. z
¡by performing a most heroic ex One wonders if the movie-dra Anecdotes are hardly ever true—
Wednesday and Thursday
ploit at the expense, of some 150 matist the most imaginitive could that is the reason the mob so lovè
Margaret Clark in
armed Germans. YORK’S skill, ever eonjoure a thrill to match the them and the movies. They are
¿courage, and dash can hardly be fall of a beaten,plane from 2,000 both screened to fit the vision of
“LET’S ELOPE”
praised enough, but most of his feet aboye the earth to its final the vision of the audience.
¡prisoners obeyed a German major crash; A “dog fight” can be pack They are now writing letters to Sunshine Comedy—“House of Scan
who was looking into* the deadly, ed full of moving incidents—a “dog the dead. Because of some uncérdais”
muzzle , of the American’s gun. fight,” we ought to say, is a general tainity as to the present address of
There is no reed of misstating the fight between large formations of the defunct; all such messages
Friday—Bert Lytell in
facts by saying that the Tennes Planes; but to sit in the air, 2,000 should be superscribed tox “The.
“THE SPENDER”
sean cleaned up twenty-five or feet up, and watch the Boche you Dead Letter Office.” As a preser Eddie Polp in the 17th Episode of
thirty-five machine gun nests all have shot down crash and crumple vative, should they have to be for-1
by himself. But that broad legen up nearly a half-mile below you, warded via“ the primrose way that “THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS”
dary version was whet the head is rather more thrilling than any leads to .the everlasting bonfire,” it
.Saturday—Carmel Myers in
liners gave out! And some of us thing the screen can dark
is better to use asbestus wrappers.
“ALLNIGHT”
may remember the official blurb as Capt. Eddie Richenbacker, Amer
to that great Fourth of July vic
Current
Events
Ford Weekly
tory over the submarine a year ago. ica’s Ace of Aces, lias written a
DINAN
Cold facts will give more of a basis book, “Fighting the Flying Circus,”
USUAL
4 PRICES
for doing one’s best.
that is filled with the battles in air
JHE
JEWELER
Washington Star—“As sure as •—the punch and kick of the modern
the sun rises and sets American drama of the war above the clouds.
253 Plain St. Biddeford
Worth the reading of all.
Continued on another page.

Fresh Vegetables
Buy Them at

A most effective remedy for the relief of asthma
and hay fever. The healing fumes from burn
ing herbs relieves the choking sensation by
clearing the air passages and soothing the irri
tated membranes. In use for more than 40
years. Two sizes—25c and $1.00.
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village. Refreshments of . Ice
freed otir country, that determined
Cream, Cake and Fruit Punch, were
its destiny, was primarily spiritual
served and a pleasant evening en
strength.; ■ It is a strength to which
joyed.
we must still look if our nation is
Frank Rollins will act as’ clerk
to be worthy to endure. This ultir
at the Nichols Stère evenings dur/
mate strength of the spirit is that
Sunday morning service at 10.30 »which
fing July 'and . August.
alone will correct and sup
Mrs. James Brewster entertain July 6. Subject, “God.”
plement the other strengths. LetMany of the summer hotels on Majr ideal to Education.” ‘ilV was ed her *aunt several.days recentiy/ Wednesday evening service at it be strong enough and it will re
the coast of Maine report unusually pointed out that a properly bal Wallace Ford has entered the 7.45. \ Everyone is. cordially in strain national conceit and arro
vited to attend, ,.
anced. Education must give, a- employ ofeC. L. Maxwell.
The summer meeting of the There will be a confirmation at heavy bookings this years.
gance. It will deter us from inMethodist Piscataqua Social Union St.
I Martha’s Church on Sunday The Langsford House shares in place to th,e élément of religious, Mrs. Crook’s arrived in town Sat-/
justice. It will give us a sense of
urday
and
will
be
a
guest
At
Clark
’
s
CONGREGATIONAL
CÉURCH
July
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at
4
p.
m.
Bishop
Walsh
this happy experience even thus fervor. - It was this religious ideal
was held with the church at Cape
solemn responsibility. It will
Hotel
this
season.
will
administer
thè
rite
of
cónfirma
early in the season. Last Sunday ism that was largely responsible
Porpoise on Monday, beginning
Will S. Coleman, Minister,
make our efficiency really efficient,
Mr.
Wilson
has
returned
to
the
with devotional service led by the tion and the public are cordially in ninety-four guests were cared for for the establishment of the univer
because, the currents of moral and
Residence 57 Main St.
I being the largest number ever reg sities before the idea of State Uni Nichol’s. Store for his Second sea
pastor of the church, Rev. N..-W. vited to be present.
spiritual life flow through it. It
Tel.
53-12
son.
Principal and Mrs. Edward M. istered there so early as June.
versities had come to be. But the
Lindsay.
will lift our .patriotism above na
Ethel
Littlefield
will
sell
candy
tional selfishness and fill it with
District Superintendent John M. Tucker returned from a visit to All the cottages at the Cape avail greatest university and the most for Mrs'. Dollie Hanscom this sum/
Sunday July 6
able for summer people have been extensive an its scope of training
the sense of human brotherhood.
Arters of Portland was in the chair, Boston the last of the week.
mer.
.
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Miss Louise Wheeler, who has rented and several not rented in is the well-regulated home. The
10.30 a. m*^—Worship with serand Rev. Thomas P. Baker served
been teaching in the high School any former year have summer ten church ard the schools are very The High -Rock Hptel opened thé mon. Subj ect: “D ebtors to the
as secretary.
METHODIST CHURCH
influential institutions but moré first of the week.
World.”
Rév. W. T. Garter, a former mem- in Westerly, R. I,, for the year re ants. ,
potent
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the
influence;
/
The
new
registrations
at
the
turned
to
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home
here
last
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Rev,
Royal A. Rich, Pastor
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—
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school,
with
i ber of the Social Union and now
Langsford house follow;
¡of the home.¡ Here, may the first
.
classes’ for all, r
connected with the New England day.
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Dane SL, Tel. 37-3
Mrs. E. deForest Shelton and lessons in Religious Education well
Southern Conference, was granted George H., Jr., son of Mr. and Miss
yz.OQj p. m.—Union, service in this
begin,
arid
it
will
be
the
duty
of
the
Shelton
’
,
Stratford,
Cohn.
Mrs.
George
H.
Emery
passed
away
the privilege of the floor, as, later
church. It is expected that Rev.Mrs. Helen A. Hadaway and Miss church to conserve these results in
in thè day, was Rev, Paul G. Hayes last Wednesday evening. He had Bertha
Mr. Grace of Ogunquit, will be the The pastor was called to Win
the later development of youth.”
Hadaway,,
Malden,
Mass.
been
ill
since
winter
and
was
for
throp, Maine, to attend the funeral
of Malden, Mass.
Warren Seaward a conductor speaker.
Mrs. Betty P. Ulrich and son,/- At the evening service the chil
of arTormer parishioner, on Mon
An invitation to hold the October a fórnight in the hospital at Bid Malden,
Mass.
dren of the Sunday school gave a on. the Atlantic Shore Railwaydeford,
but
was
brought
home
ten
session with the Methodist church days before his death. On the Miss. G. Laighton, Brookline.
day.
BAPTIST CHURCH
very excellent .concert, under the came near losing his life while tele-;
at Kennebunkport was extendèà
Sunday services*—Serinon at
phoning, Friday. He was however
morning before he passed away he Mr and Mrs. F. S. Rimmelle, Miss direction of Mrs. Otis Nunan.
Rev. B. H. Tilton
and accepted.
10.30 A/M/, subject,—“A Realiza
The following programme was saved by his motoman who pulled
K. L. Rimmelle, Nashua, N. H.
seemed
to
be
resting
more
comfor

The topic of, “The Federated
Residence Main Street
tion That Was Better Than Antici
him away from th.e phone by his?
H. M. Sartwell, Mr. and Mrs given:—•
Church” was discussed at length. tably, and the hope that had been C. Miss
pation.’’ Sunday schdol following
F. Lord, Mrs. J. W. Hubbard, Song and March, “Remembér• Thy ebbt. Seward was burned, and bad
almost
surrendered
as
to
his
re

It brought out a distinction be
Creator.” <
Girls ly shocked but-all arc glad to knpiB Public- worship next Sunday the morning service. The Epworth
Miss M. Hubbard, Misses Annie, E.
covery
began
to
revive,
butjonly
to
tween a “unioji” church and a
and Sybil B. Aldrich, Boston.
Prayer by the Pastor, Rev. Norman he ié geeting along alright now. morning at 10.30. The' -Sunday League meetings will be discontin“federated” church, the former be be shattered. The funeral ser Mr. arid Mrs. W. H. Short Alston,
W\ Lindsay.
There seems to be danger in every school will follow the preaching throtigh July and August,
ing defined as an organizations the vices were held at the residence of Mass.
Song. Crime With a Hearty Greet thing and we have no promis.es of service.' You are invited to a very The union service for next Sun
members of which lost their de- his parents on Friday afternoon Mr. Edgar Higgins, Mr. W O.
tomorrow.
ing.
pleasant hour-of Bible study with day evening will be at the Congre
Hominational identity in the new and were well attended. The ser Packard, Mrs. Florence Fleisher, Recitation,
gational Church; therefore we will
Marion Deinstadt ' Charles G- Emery and sister Miss?- one of the classes.
vices
werp
conducted
by
Rev
H.
R.
society, while in the latter case the
Miss E, Taher, New York City.
Solo, “All Things are Beâutiful” Frances attended the. wedding of Union service at the Congrega .have no evening service, but will
former denoifiinatipnal member McCartney and Rev. F; H. Pratt. Miss G A. Richardson, Malden.
Evelyn Sinnett? »
their cousin, Miss Stackpole of tional church at 7 o’clock on Sun assemble with them for evening
ship and Organization was main Beside his parents, the young man Miss M. C; Carman, Plainfield, Dialogue,
Miss Ward’s Class. Séco Monday evening. Many day evening. Let everybody at worship.
is
survived
by
one
sister
Helen.
tained. While it was asserted that
N. J.
Song. “Happy Days, of Summer.” thought on the returriirig.ear that tend this big service; -* We are ex The Sunday School picr ic will be
the experiments of unión churches The sympathy of the whole commu-1 Miss Alice S. Bryant, Cambridge,
Girls
Frances was the bride instead of pecting to have a splendid time and held at Kennepunk Beach July 4th.
njty-is
extended
to
the
relatives;/
in Maine were not encouraging as
Mass.'
Recitation '
Verna Hardy the bridesmaid. She wore her we want you1 to get your share of Miss Edna Baily will be a week
Tlie
young
man
was
unusually
well
to permanency or religious vigor,
Sorg.x- “Just a Little Flower.” dfess of yellow chiffon and carried the pleasure of the evening.
end visitor at her home in New
it was allowed that the efforts at liked by a large circle of friends Mrs.. Albert Hutchins with, her
Marjorie Verrill, Frances and her boquet and àure she looked likè •• The mid week social service on Gloucester. .
and'acquaintances.
federation were still oh trial and
two
sons
Raymond
and
Lewis,
have
Landry,
and
Class.
rCaroline
a
young
and
sweet
bride.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Mardèn and
Wednesday evening at 7.30. We The Kappa Delta Girls were at
that no positive conclusion could
returned to the Cape for the-sum DialogueMrs. Huff’s Class We extend to Mr... and Mrs. Irv hope
you will share the pleasure the parsonage on, Wednesday even
yet be drawn as to. théi-r valué. \ family , of Brookline, Mass., are at mer. They have been spending the Trio
Déinstadts
ing Gross nee Roberta Davis our of the evening with us. Let every ing for their monthly social, and it
Dinner and supper were served: their home here for the Reason.
=past
months
in
Dover;
N.
H.,
where
Lewis
Hutchins
’
R
ecitation
congratulations and /wish them a one bexloyal to the Master for He was a great time.
The annual camp meeting of Port; Mr. Hutching has employment.
| in the vestry.
Remarks by the Pastor and Collec happy and prosperous lifq.
expects to meet yoti at the place-of
The afternoon session was open land District Methodists will be ■ Mrs. Ardelle MacWhinnie with
tion^ <
MARGUERITE CLARK AT THE
ed with a devotional service led by held at the Old Orchard camp her two daughters, now. residing ip Song. “Twine Him a Garlarid.” Our mail carrier i& a gfeat suf prayer. ,
ferer from rheumatism. /
ground beginning July 1.9th and Texas, and het sister Mrs. Walter
Rev. B. F. Wentworth of Kittery.
ACME
Duet, and Class No. 7.
continuing
over;
two
.
Sundays.
Mrs.
Will
Clough
isAlsiba
suffer

FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
* The discussion on “Bolshevism”
Bailey and infant daughter of Lo Recitation
Annie Ridlon er from the disease.
A
uni
on
temperance
meeting
was
was opened by the reading of a
well, Mass., arrived at thé Roper Song
Miss Ward's Class. Misses Dolly, and Jennie Flem Robert P. Doremus, Minister
Admirers of dainty Marguerite
number of extracts from the re held in the Baptist church last Sun cottage last week.
Residence 1 High St., '
Frances Landry ing who have been stopping with
Recitation
Clark will find her in a.most congeday
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the
subject
of
the
eve
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cently published work of John
.
If
you
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like
to
know,
how*
“The Sweetest Flower of their brotheriand family have re
riial environment when they see her
ning being national prohibition. hard boys can really work when it Solo.Springtime.
Spargo on that subject. <
” Frances Sinnett turned to their home in.Canada last'
in the latest Paramount photoplay,
Service
at
10.30
A,
M.
The
min

A paper, written by Rev. J. F. Arthur Jackson Porthier was is just for fun, you should have
Class and School.
“Let’s .Elope,” .which will be dis
week.
ister
will
preach
upon
the
topic
Jenner of Kittery was read by Mr. taken to the Webber hospital, Bid- seen them collecting wood for à bon Dialogue,/
Boys : Stra wberries, are very plenty but.
played at thé Acme Theatre next
“
As
One
That
Serveth.
”
WèntWòrth, the essayist having: deford. On Monday, having swal fire. The1? pile consisted of old Recitation
Elizabeth Wakefield
Wednesday and Thursday July 9
having left for Columbus, Ohio, to lowed an eight-penny, wire nail. boats hauled up “to die,” timber, Duet. “In Blossom Tjine.” Caro still the price is vehy dp.
In the ideals of a people there and 10. The new play is a farce
Robert
Downs
who
hàs
been
sick
attend the Centenary institute The nail was removed by Di*. Paul boxes, and anything in the form of
line Landry and Doris Lapierre the past week with lumbago, we are is a mighty, strength. This was the and abounds with amusing situai
there. . The topic of the paper was S. Hill of Saco, assisted by Dr. K'. wood- that could be obtained.
strength that founded America, fions. The gowns and negligees
Sorg. ' March.
glad to! report is much better.
“The Place of Religious Education B. Tracy of this place. It was la The family of Mr. W. H. Marland
March at Chorus.
and preserved it through national worn by Miss Clark in thé produc-,
in the Church’s Great Program.” ter reported that the lad was gett of Brookline, Mass., are at their On Monda v thé Cape Church was The many friends of Mrs. Frank crises. The patriotism of the tion were designed especially for
cottage for the season.
. Rev; T. C. Chapman Of York read ing, along nicely.
the host for the Summer meeting' of Mitchell will be pairied to know founders of America was infused the part she plays ard are consider
The Y. W.’s spent Monday evenr Mr. Andrew Peterson returred. the
• a paper on “some Church Members
Piscataqua Methodist Social that she has had to resort to a hos with something infinitely greater ed the most attractive creations
I have Known,” a clever study of• ing at the Blowing Cave, having a to Monhegan this week.
Union.
Ther was a discussion up pital in Portland.^ All are hoping,» than patriotism. The strength that she has ever worn in the pictures.
mingled wit and shrewd observa very enjoyable time.. They were Chief Engineer of the Coast Sur on the subject of “Bolshevism in she will make good recovery. Mrs
chaperoned by two recently arrived veyors ,has taken the cottage of Countrv and Church” following a Mitchell and family have our sin
tion.
Miss Christine Berry, and another resume, by'the Rev. T. P. Baker of cere sympathy.
Rev. C. W. Harrison presented a secretaries of the Y. W.
-paper On “The Fullness of Time.”J On Sunday morning tffe pastor member of the party, the Roberts, Kenneburknprt of the book on the Mrs. Stanley Thirkle was a Bid
EUROPEAN PLAN
RESTAURANT A LA CART g
deford visitor Saturday evening. .
Rev. N. W. Lindsay, was elected •of the Methodist church will cottage.. 'Others of the party are .subject pv John Spargo.
Vice-President of the Social Union preach, the third of a series of ser located at the home of Mrs. George ; Following' thisi carne a paper on Mrs. Mary Malilig Downing »is
in place of Rev. H. G. McCann, who mons on great doctrines from a F. Seavey and Mrs. Victoria Plum “Thé Place .-of Religious Education very much improved Jr r health
had been transferred to another dis modern standpoint, the subject be mer.
in the Church’s Great Program” by Sunday at her-home were littlé
HOTEL THACHER CO., Props.
ing “Sin and RighteoUsnesg.”
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Hoffman and the Rev. J. Frank Jenner of Kittery. Helpn daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
trict.
The union service of Congrega- three children of Mount Vernon, N. Sòmewhat of levity was intro Robert Mailing,Mr. ard Mrs. Wilf
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
At the evening service;, after tionalists‘ and Methodists will be
usual opening exercised, the report held in the Methodist church on Y., are staying/with Miss Caroline duced in the afternoon’s program Maling. of Kennebunk; Thomas | Special' Sunday Dinner, $1.00
of the Committee on Resolutions, Sunday evening next, -at 7.30 Doty a’t the ‘«Green Band Box.” bv the presentation of the amus- Maling of Slocum, and Israel of
.Mr. Hoffman’s father and mother ino' naner. “Some Church Members Kennebunkport. All will be glad'
prepared by Messrs. Chapman, o’clock. The
Rooms with or without Private Bath
week meeting are at the Langford House for the T Have Known.” by the Rev. T. C. to know of Mrs. Downing being so
Wentworth and Harrison, was un- will \be in mid
thè Congregational slimmer.
much better after a long illness.
Twenty-five
Minutes from Kennebunk
Chanman of ^ork.'
animoulsy adopted.
church.
I .
Warren S. Rowell and family of
The address of the evening was Miss Mary McCartney, who has Somerville, Mass., arrived àf thè The closing paner of the after Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Huff did
noon’s session was ore bv the Rev. not forget their mailman but re
given by the District Superinten successfully taught in the school Lord cottage last Saturday.
C. Wilson Harrison of Biddeford membered him when their straw
dent, and was Tff two sections, the at Cape Porpoise during the past
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first having to do with his obser year, is taking a summer course at Sunday, June 29, was observed entitled “The'Fulness of Time.” berries came as usual. He more
Dinner
and
suriner
wore
served
than
appreciate
their
gift;
so
does
vations as a visitor to the exposi Farmington Normal School, where .as Children’s Day at the Cape Porby the Ladies^ Aid in tha vestry Mrs. Hadlock.
tion at Columbus and the second on she went last Saturday /
poise church. The platform and
the topic, “What Next After the The Public Library is opened chancel were tastefully decorated and at both hours the tables gave Last week at Breakwater Court
annearance of a pre-war and were entertained a Dental Conven
Centenary?” In answering this overy Wednesday and Saturday af for the day with flowers, the ar thè
query, he held that the logical and ternoon and evening, from 3 to 5 rangement being in charge of a nre-Hoover dav. The president of tion; Howard; Dental College of
necessary movement should, be a and from 7 to 9 o’clock. New committee comprising Mrs. Edgar the Ladies’ societv Mrs. Ralph Per Mass, About 200 were present we
revival of pure and undefied relig books are being constantly added Huff and Mrs. Frank Nunan. At kins. was assisted by A committee learn.
consisting of Mrs. Lewis Deinstadt. There are inore peòple at Kenne
161 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
ion.
to the more than four thousand now the morning service, thè opportuni Mrs. Edger Huff. Miss Lillian Huff,
Next Door to Biddeford National Bank
Mr. Edgerly of Toronto is occu- on; the shelves. ^Visitors will be ty for the consecration of children Mrs Frank Nunan. Mrs. Caroline bunkport than for many years at
pying the Thompson house, Dock cordially welcomed by thè; Libra in baptism was afforded. Fred Mondv; and Miss Helén Lacount. this time of the seastfii.
Harvey Goodrich is working for
square/ for thè summer; he and his rian.
Jewelry of distinction and. quality, Diamond
Benson, the infant son of Mr. and' The evening session was opened
family arriving last Friday.
The local Red Crqgs chapter has Mrs. George Seavey, and Robert bv ft p nastor of th e ch 11 rch. After raise his crops during the late cold
Rings, La Tausca Pearls, fine Watches of. American
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Chase, suspended its sessions during July Warren, the infant, son of Mr. and ar inspiring song-service, the con weather he built a big fire out in
manufacture, (Waltham, Hamilton and Illinois).
and family, who have been making and August.
Mrs. W.D. Hutchins were received vention was led in prayer by the the field and saved therii from frost/,
their home in Portland since last Thè meeting was full of interest for baptism by the pastor, the Rev. Rev. Paul G. Hayes of Malden, while some of his neighbors were1
Rings in all the newest shades of colored stones.
struck by the frost.
fall, ar at their former residence throuughout and was much enjoyed Norman W. Lindsay.
Mass. Then followed an inspiring Harvey oGodrich is working for
for the summer.
Following this service of conse address bv' the District Superin
by those in attendance.
Agents for
cration, the regular sermon on Ed tendent. the Rev. John M. Arters of George Jenney. Lowell Miìlikin/
who
has
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for
Mr.
JerCommunity Silver and
Cut Glass
1 who would enjoy a service of this ucation was preached, the subject Portland, on the subjpet of the Cen ney is working for the Express/
1847
Rogers
Silverware
¡ kind. Pastor Coolbroth believes in being,“The Relation of the Chris- tenary at Columbus.
Parisian Ivory
Company at Kennebunk Beach. /
a working together pastor and peo
Lester
Hutchins
has
a
new
Ford
ple.
truck, painted red and letterèd and?
If you are not one of our customers (we have a goodly number from
Charles S. Robinson is now runn
it’s a dandy. He uses it’for his,
this locality) give us an opportunity to render to you the good service
It became known among the pa- ing
j
on the truck,with his. brother
milk route and vegetables.
that our position enables us to offSiyou.
rishioners that Pastor Coolbroth Joseph
,
G. S. Robipson.
Miss Beatrice Clough has beer
Was to have a birtday on Tuesday The most of our young people are
entertaining a lady friend the past
they immediately went to work and jnow busily employed at the several
week.
planned a surprise on him for Mon- hotels
]
and every thipg indicates a
George Clough is as usual the
day night While he wa,s out,' rushing
:
season.
first to begin haying.
through invitation,—thirty-six peo
Joe Mitqhell visited his mother,
ple’ invaded their home and when
Mrs. Vesta E. Hammand of days visit with-friends and rela Mrs. v Frank. Mitchell who is at a
he arrived found fhçm in a mérry
Portland Hospital.
Wells, spent a few days the past tives.
mood, singing while waiting to
Robert Maling has taken a. posi
greet their pastor;. The evening . Frank E. McKenney formerly of week with her daughter, Mrs. S. R.
The Island Sisters opened their tion as traveling salesman for Fréd
was spent in song, and social con this place, called on friends here Stevens, of Highland Ave. .
Arts and Crafts Shop also known Woodmansee, of Kennebunkport.
Miss Lena O. Stevens of the Ho as the “Brush and Needle Shop”,
versation. Mr. E, A. Goodwin in a Monday.
Business, is rushing at Kenne
pléasing manner congratulated his Mr. Archie Frost and family are tel Fairview spent Thursday with Saturday, of list week. This popu- bunkport.
Everybody is busy.
“big brother” on attaining another occupying the Fred Campbell cot relatives in'this village.
lar little store is in the cottage
: Leslie Clark had the misfortune near the Nichol’s and Co., Store on
birthday, and presented him in be tage at the Creek.
I have decided to stay in town and I
SEASON OPENED LAST FRIDAY
half of the; church with a cabinet Mr. Hartley Wildes was the guest to stick?a nail in his foot Saturday Main Street. '
while at his work at Maxwells Store Miss Beulah Seavey arrived
organ, a sum of money and neces •of his parents here Sunday.
will start teaching piano to old and
sary groceries. To this Pastor , Mrs. Nancy Shufflleburg and Mrs Miss Ruth Whitlock who has home the past week, and will have The summer recreation and va
Coolbroth responded" feelingly“ Edward Roleau and family were been’ spending a week with rela charge of tl|e Hawkes Drug Store cation camp at Ôssippee Lake, ur^
der the management of thé’direç*- i
thanking them for the expressions guests of Mrs. Elmer Shuffieburg tives in Lynn, Mass., returned home again this season.
young in Kennebunk and West Ken
tors of the Young Women’s Chris
the first of the week. '
of loyalty and fellowship. Refresh at Lower Village Sunday, Mr.
Joseph
Clark
has
rented
the
Sparhawk Hall opened June 24th Hooper House, and will use it as tian association of York county
ments of lemonade and cake were
YATCH RACE
My special attention to
nebunk also
and under the immediate direction
served by the young ladies and At the Boat Club on the 4th at and the Sir Knights of Biddeford a'n
annej^ to his hotel tjcis season. of County Secretary Miss Mabel
closed a profitable evening for all 4 o’clock there will be a regatta for enjoyed a fine banquet there at
time it being St. John’s day. Mrs. Bertha Whitlock of High Krall and other leaders and. cour<present;’,. I will teach at the pupils
beginners
Yachts of four feet in length noon
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bolger and Model
Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Parady en- land Ave., will have as her guest cillors opened for itssecpnd-seâspri»
under.
:
and
this
week,
her
brother
and
wife
June 27 and will continue to Aug.
several days the
daijghter Betty, of Sanford spent a
These little boats are beautifully tertained-relatives
from Lynn, Mass.
8th.
few hours with Mrs. Charles S. made,
past week.
own home- no matter where, rain or
and
balanced
So
perfectly
Miss
Grace
Brooks,
Miss
Persis
From June 27 to July 7 inclusive,
Robinson on Sunday.
that some of them sail without any Mrs. Alice. Berry went to Man Littlefield ard Mrs. Nelson Per girls of the high school age will be
chester Saturday to meet her little
The W. £. T. U.. will hold an ail rudder.'
shine. Call
day meenting next Monday with As to speed, the four foother re gran daughter,' Hazel Butterfield kins, entered the Post Office Mon accommodated. July 8 to July 18
is for seventh, eighth and ninth
the Président, Mrs. E. A. Goodwin. quire moter boats to catch them. who will spend several weeks, here. day for the summer.
grade girls. July 19 to July 29rwill
A basket lunch will be served.
It is certainly a pretty sight to see Robert Perkins of the U. S. N. is Mr. nad Mrs. Si R.. Stevens en
Mn and Mrs. Hayes' and ' Miss these minatures of big -vessels; enjoying a 15 days furlough with tertained a few friends at their be devoted again to girls of high
Virginia Hayes of South Portland boiling along, keeping a straight his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Per home on Highland Ave., on Thurs school age. On August 1 to August
day evening of last week. Those 8 the camp will be kept open for
' spent the Fourth with Pastor Cool course and acting perfectly as kins, in this village.
were. Mrs. Vesta Ham those who wish a course of training
broth arid family.
though they were,.controlled from Mr. and Mrs. William Howlet, are present
for leadership of girls’ groups.
Next Sunday at the usual préach- shore. The Boat Club is offering at their loyely summer home at the mond and Miss Lenaf A. Stevens
6 to 7.30
of Wells, Mr. and Mrs./ J. B. Clark,
if 12.30 to 2.30
ing hour there will be a communion four cups for first and second priz “Cove.”
Physicians prescriptions correct*
Mrs.
Frank
Rollins,
Mrs.
Bertha
service and a special testimony and es, for the big .and little boats and; Mr. and Mrs. Andrew young and
ly compounded. Fiske the drug- $
,
praise service for resident and out all are invited to compete without family went to Old Orchard the Whitlock, Mrs. James Brewster, gist,oji the .corner.Adv. I
middle
of
the
week
for
a
several
and
Miss
Lillian
Whitlock
of
this
of town members also all frier ds ary entrance fee.
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